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One of the disturbing characteristics of the curriculum field is its lack of
historical perspective. New breakthroughs are solemnly proclaimed when in fact
they represent minor modifications of early proposals, and, conversely, anachronistic dogmas and doctrines maintain a currency and uncritical acceptance
far beyond their present merit. The most persistent theoretical formulation in the
field of curriculum has been Ralph Tyler’s syllabus for Education 360 at the
University of Chicago, Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction, or, as it
is widely known, the Tyler rationale.1 Tyler’s claims for his rationale are
modest, but, over time, his proposal for rationally developing a curriculum has
been raised almost to the status of revealed doctrine. In the recent issue of the
Review of Educational Research devoted to curriculum, Goodlad, commenting
on the state of the field, reports that “as far as the major questions to be answered
in developing a curriculum are concerned, most of the authors in [the] 1960 and
1969 [curriculum issues of the Review] assume those set forth in 1950 by Ralph
Tyler.” Later, he concludes with obvious disappointment, "General theory and
conceptualization in curriculum appear to have advanced very little during the
last decade."2 Perhaps the twentieth anniversary of the publication of the Tyler
rationale is an appropriate time to reexamine and reevaluate some of its central
features.
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Tyler’s rationale revolves around four central questions which Tyler feels
need answers if the process of curriculum development is to proceed:
1. What educational purposes should the school seek to attain?
2. What educational experiences can be provided that are likely to attain
these purposes?
3. How can these educational experiences be effectively organized?
4. How can we determine whether these purposes are being attained?3
These questions may be reformulated into the familiar four-step process by
which a curriculum is developed: stating objectives, selecting “experiences,”
organizing “experiences,” and evaluating. 4 The Tyler rationale is essentially an
elaboration and explication of these steps. The most crucial step in this doctrine
is obviously the first since all the others proceed from and wait upon the
statement of objectives. As Tyler puts it, "If we are to study an educational
program systematically and intelligently we must first be sure as to the educational objectives aimed at."5
THE SELECTION OF EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

Tyler’s section on educational objectives is a description of the three sources
of objectives: studies of learners, studies of contemporary life, and suggestions
from subject-matter specialists, as well as an account of how data derived from
these "sources " are to be “filtered” through philosophical and psychological
"screens." The three sources of educational objectives encapsulate several
traditional doctrines in the curriculum field over which much ideological blood
had been spilled in the previous several decades. The doctrines proceeded from
different theoretical assumptions, and each of them had its own spokesmen, its
own adherents, and its own rhetoric. Tyler’s proposal accepts them all, which
probably accounts in part for its wide popularity.
While we are aware that compromise is the recourse frequently taken in the
fields of diplomatic or labor negotiation, simple eclecticism may not be the most
efficacious way to proceed in theorizing. When Dewey, for example, identified
the fundamental factors in the educative process as the child and the “values
incarnate in the matured experience of the adult,” the psychological and the
logical, his solution was not to accept them both but "to discover a reality to
6
which each belongs." In other words, when faced with essentially the same
problem of warring educational doctrines, Dewey’s approach is to creatively
reformulate the problem; Tyler’s is to lay them all out side by side.
Subject Matter as a Source of Objectives

Of the three "sources" — studies of the learners themselves, studies of contemporary life, and suggestions about objectives from subject-matter special-
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ists—the last one seems curiously distorted and out of place. Perhaps this is
because Tyler begins the section by profoundly misconceiving the role and
function of the Committee of Ten. He attributes to the Committee of Ten a set of
objectives which, he claims, has subsequently been followed by thousands of
secondary schools. In point of fact, the notion of objectives in the sense that
Tyler defines the term was not used and probably had not even occurred to the
members of the Committee of Ten. What they proposed were not objectives, but
“four programmes”: Classical, Latin-Scientific, Modern Languages, and English. Under each of these rubrics is a listing of the subjects that constitute each
of the four courses of study. This recommendation is followed by the reports of
the various individual committees on what content should be included and what
methods should be used in the various subject fields. Unless Tyler is using the
term “objective” as being synonymous with “content” (in which case it would
lose all its importance as a concept), then the use of the term "objectives" in the
context of the report of the Committee of Ten is erroneous. Probably the only
sense in which the term “objective " is applicable to the Committee of Ten report
is in connection with the broad objective of mental training to which it subscribes.
An even more serious error follows: “It seems clear that the Committee of
Ten thought it was answering the question: What should be the elementary
instruction for students who are later to carry on much more advanced work in
the field. Hence, the report in History, for example, seems to present objectives
[sic] for the beginning courses for persons who are training to be historians.
Similarly the report in Mathematics outlines objectives [sic] for the beginning
courses in the training of a mathematician."7
As a matter of fact, one of the central questions that the Committee of Ten
considered was, “Should the subject be treated differently for pupils who are
going to college, for those who are going to a scientific school, and for those,
8
who, presumably, are going to neither.? " The Committee decided unanimously
in the negative. The subcommittee on history, civil government, and political
economy, for example, reported that it was “unanimously against making such a
9
distinction” and passed a resolution that "instruction in history and related
subjects ought to be precisely the same for pupils on their way to college or the
scientific school, as for those who expect to stop at the end of grammar school, or
at the end of the high school."10 Evidently, the Committee of Ten was acutely
aware of the question of a differentiated curriculum based on probable destination. It simply rejected the doctrine that makes a prediction about one’s future
status or occupation a valid basis for the curriculum in general education. The
objective of mental training, apparently, was conceived to be of such importance
as to apply to all, regardless of destination.
Tyler’s interpretation of the Committee of Ten report is more than a trivial
historical misconception. It illustrates one of his fundamental presuppositions
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about the subjects in the curriculum. Tyler conceives of subjects as performing
certain “functions.” These functions may take the form of a kind of definition of
the field of study itself such as when he sees a function of science to be enabling
the student to obtain a “clearer understanding of the world as it is viewed by the
scientist and man’s relation to it, and the place of the world in the larger
universe”; or the subject may perform external functions such as the contribution
of science to the improvement of individual or public health or to the
conservation of natural resources. The first sense of function is essentially a way
of characterizing a field of study; in the second sense of function, the subject field
serves as an instrument for achieving objectives drawn from Tyler’s other two
sources. Tyler’s apparent predisposition to the latter sense of function seems to
be at the heart of his misreading of the Committee of Ten report. To Tyler,
studying history or algebra (as was universally recommended by the Committee
of Ten), if they are not meeting an obvious individual or social need, is a way of
fulfilling the vocational needs of a budding historian or mathematician. Otherwise, how can one justify the existence of mathematics qua mathematics in the
curriculum? As such, “suggestions from subject-matter specialists” is really not
a source in the sense that the other two are. Subject matter is mainly one of
several means by which one fulfills individual needs such as vocational
aspirations or meets social expectations.
Needs of the Learner as a Source of Objectives

The section on the "learners themselves as a source of educational objectives," although it is less strained and more analytical than the one on subject
matter, is nevertheless elliptical. Tyler proceeds from the assumption that
“education is a process of changing behavior patterns of people.”11 This notion,
of course, is now widely popular in this country, but, even if one were to accept
such a view, it would be important to know the ways in which education would
be different from other means of changing behavior, such as, hypnosis, shock
treatment, brainwashing, sensitivity training, indoctrination, drug therapy, and
torture. Given such a definition, the differences between education and these
other ways of changing behavior are not obvious or simple.
Tyler proceeds from his basic definition of education to a consideration of the
reason for wanting to study the learner: "A study of the learners themselves
would seek to identify needed changes in behavior patterns of the students which
the educational institution should seek to produce." I2 There follows an extended
discussion of "needs," how they are determined, and how they contribute to the
determination of educational objectives. The notion of needs as a basis for
curriculum development was not a new one when Tyler used it in 1950. It had
been a stable element in the curriculum literature for about three decades. 13
When tied to the biological concept of homeostasis, the term “needs” seems to
have a clear-cut meaning. Hunger, for example, may be conveniently translated
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into a need for food when one has in mind a physiological state of equilibrium.
Need becomes a much trickier concept when one speaks of the “need of a
haircut” or the “need for a good spanking.” These needs involve rather complex
social norms on which good men and true may differ sharply. Tyler astutely
recognized that the concept of need has no meaning without a set of norms, and
he described the kind of study he envisioned essentially as a two-step process:
"first, finding the present status of the students, and second, comparing this
status to acceptable norms in order to identify the gaps or needs."14 This formulation is virtually identical to what Bobbitt referred to as “shortcomings” in the
first book written exclusively on the curriculum, published in 1918.15 The key
term, in Tyler’s version, of course, is “acceptable norms.” They are neither
self-evident nor easy to formulate.
One of Tyler’s illustrations of the process he advocates is a case in point: A
“discovery” is made that 60 percent of ninth-grade boys read only comic strips.
The “unimaginative” teacher, Tyler says, might interpret this as suggesting the
need for more attention to comic strips in the classroom; the imaginative teacher
uses the data as a justification “for setting up objectives gradually to broaden and
deepen these reading interests."16 What is the acceptable norm implicit in
Tyler’s illustration? Apparently, it is not a statistical norm since this could imply
that the 40 percent minority of boys should be encouraged to emulate the 60
percent majority. The norm seems to be the simple conviction that having
broader and deeper reading interests is better than limiting oneself to the reading
of comic strips. The question is what does the 60 percent figure contribute to the
process of stating educational objectives. What difference would it have made if
the figure were 80 percent or 40 percent? The key factor seems to be the nature
and strength of the teacher’s conviction as the acceptable norm, toward which the
status study contributes very little.
The whole notion of need has no meaning without an established norm, and,
therefore, it is impossible even to identify “needs” without it. As Archambault
put it, "An objective need can be discovered, but only within a completely
defined context in which the normal level of attainment can be clarified."17
Furthermore, even when a genuine need is identified, the role of the school as an
institution for the remediation of that or other needs would have to be considered.
Even the course that remediation should take once the need and the responsibility
have been established is an open question. These serious value questions
associated with the identification and remediation of needs make the concept a
deceptively complex one whose advantages are more apparent than real.
Komisar, for example, has described this double use of need, “one to report
deficiencies and another to prescribe for their alleviation,” as so vague and
elusive as to constitute a "linguistic luxury." 18
As already mentioned, Tyler is acutely aware of the difficulties of “deriving” educational objectives from studies of the child. His last word on the
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subject in this section is to suggest to his students that they compile some data
and then try using those data as the basis for formulating objectives. He suggests
this exercise in part to illustrate the difficulty of the process. Given the almost
impossible complexity of the procedure and the crucial but perhaps arbitrary role
of the interpreter’s value structure or “philosophy of life and of education,” one
wonders whether the concept of need deserves any place in the process of
formulating objectives. Certainly, the concept of need turns out to be of no help
in so far as avoiding central value decisions as the basis for the selection of
educational objectives, and without that feature much of its appeal seems to
disappear. As Dearden concluded in his analysis of the term: "the concept of
‘need’ is an attractive one in education because it seems to offer an escape from
arguments about value by means of a straightforward appeal to the facts
empirically determined by the expert. But . . . it is false to suppose that
judgments of value can thus be escaped. Such judgments may be assumed
without any awareness that assumptions are being made, but they are not
escaped." 19
Studies of Contemporary Life as a Source of Objectives

Tyler’s section on studies of contemporary life as a source of curricular
objectives follows the pattern set by the section on the learner. His conception of
the role that such studies play in determining objectives is also similar in many
respects to that of his spiritual ancestor, Franklin Bobbitt, who stimulated the
practice of activity analysis in the curriculum field. Like Bobbitt, Tyler urges that
one “divide life” into a set of manageable categories and then proceed to collect
data of various kinds which may be fitted into these categories. One of Tyler’s
illustrations is especially reminiscent of Bobbitt: "Students in the school
obtain[ed] from their parents for several days the problems they were having to
solve that involved arithmetic. The collection and analysis of this set of problems
suggested the arithmetic operations and the kinds of mathematical problems
which are commonly encountered by adults, and became the basis of the
arithmetic curriculum."20
Tyler tends to be more explicitly aware than Bobbitt of the traditional
criticisms that have been directed against this approach. Bode, for example, once
pointed out that "no scientific analysis known to man can determine the
desirability or the need of anything. " The question of whether a community with
a given burglary rate needs a larger police force or more burglars is entirely a
21
question of what the community wants. Tyler’s implicit response to this and
other traditional criticism of this approach is to argue that in his rationale studies
of contemporary life do not constitute the sole basis for deriving objectives, and,
of course, that such studies have to be checked against "an acceptable
educational philosophy."22 In this sense, the contemporary life source is just as
dependent on the philosophical screen as is the learner source.
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THE PHILOSOPHICAL SCREEN

Tyler’s treatment of the section on the learner and on contemporary life as
sources of educational objectives are roughly parallel. In each case, Tyler is
aware of the serious shortcomings of the source but assumes that they can be
overcome, first, by not relying exclusively on any one of them — in a sense
counting on his eclecticism to blunt the criticism. And second (and probably
more important), he appeals to philosophy as the means for covering any
deficiencies. This suggests that it is philosophy after all that is the source of
Tyler’s objectives and that the stipulated three sources are mere window
dressing. It is Tyler’s use of the concept of a philosophical screen, then, that is
most crucial in understanding his rationale, at least in so far as stating the
objectives is concerned.
Even if we were to grant that people go through life with some kind of
primitive value structure spinning around in their heads, to say that educational
objectives somehow flow out of such a value structure is to say practically
nothing at all. Tyler’s proposal that educational objectives be filtered through a
philosophical screen is not so much demonstrably false as it is trivial, almost
vacuous. It simply does not address itself in any significant sense to the question
of which objectives we leave in and which we throw out once we have committed
ourselves to the task of stating them. Filtering educational objectives through a
philosophical screen is simply another way of saying that one is forced to make
choices from among the thousands or perhaps millions of objectives that one can
draw from the sources that Tyler cites. (The number of objectives is a function of
the level of specificity.) Bobbitt was faced with the same predicament when he
was engaged in his massive curriculum project in Los Angeles in 1921-23.
Bobbitt’s solution was to seek "the common judgment of thoughtful men and
women,"23 an appeal to consensus. Tyler’s appeal is to divine philosophy, but
the effect is equally arbitrary as long as we are still in the dark as to how one
arrives at a philosophy and how one engages in the screening process.
Take, for example, one of Tyler’s own illustrations of how a philosophy
operates: "If the school believes that its primary function is to teach people to
adjust to society it will strongly emphasize obedience to present authorities,
loyalty to the present forms and traditions, skills in carrying on the present
techniques of life; whereas if it emphasizes the revolutionary function of the
school it will be more concerned with critical analysis, ability to meet new
problems, independence and self-direction, freedom, and self-discipline. Again,
it is clear that the nature of the philosophy of the school can affect the: selection of
educational objectives."24 Although Tyler appears elsewhere to haveaave
a personal
predilection for the latter philosophy, we really have no criterion to appeal to in
making a choice. We are urged only to make our educational objectives
consistent with our educational philosophy, and this makes the choice of
objectives precisely as arbitrary as the choice of philosophy. One may, therefore,
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express a philosophy that conceives of human beings as instruments of the state
and the function of the schools as programming the youth of the nation to react in
a fixed manner when appropriate stimuli are presented. As long as we derive a set
of objectives consistent with this philosophy (and perhaps make a brief pass at
the three sources), we have developed our objectives in line with the Tyler
rationale. The point is that, given the notion of educational objectives and the
necessity of stating them explicitly and consistently with a philosophy, it makes
all the difference in the world what one’s guiding philosophy is since that
consistency can be as much a sin as a virtue. The rationale offers little by way of
a guide for curriculum making because it excludes so little. Popper’s dictum
holds not only for science, but all intellectual endeavor: “Science does not a i m
primarily, at high probabilities. It aims at high informative content, well backed
by experience. But a hypothesis may be very probable simply because it tells us
nothing or very little. A high degree of probability is therefore not an indication
of ‘goodness’ it may be merely a symptom of low informative content."25
Tyler’s central hypothesis that a statement of objectives derives in some manner
from a philosophy, while highly probable, tells us very little indeed.
SELECTION AND ORGANIZATION OF LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Once the crucial first step of stating objectives is accomplished, the rationale
proceeds relentlessly through the steps of the selection and organization of
learning experiences as the means for achieving the ends and, finally, evaluating
in terms of those ends. Typically, Tyler recognizes a crucial problem in
connection with the concept of a learning experience but passes quickly over it:
The problem is how can learning experiences be selected by a teacher or a
curriculum maker when they are defined as the interaction between a student and
his environment. By definition, then, the learning experience is in some part a
function of the perceptions, interests, and previous experience of the student. At
least this part of the learning experience is not within the power of the teacher to
select. While Tyler is explicitly aware of this, he nevertheless maintains that the
teacher can control the learning experience through the "manipulation of the
environment in such a way as to set up stimulating situations—situations that will
evoke the kind of behavior desired." 26 The Pavlovian overtones of such a
solution are not discussed.
EVALUATION

“The process of evaluation,” according to Tyler, "is essentially the process
of determining to what extent the educational objectives are actually being
realized by the program of curriculum and instruction."27 In other words, the
statement o f objectives not only serves as the basis for the selection and
organization of learning experiences, but the standard against which the program
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is assessed. To Tyler, then, evaluation is a process by which one matches initial
expectations in the form of behavioral objectives with outcomes. Such a
conception has a certain commonsensical appeal, and, especially when fortified
with models from industry and systems analysis, it seems like a supremely wise
and practical way to appraise the success of a venture. Actually, curriculum
evaluation as a kind of product control was set forth by Bobbitt as early as
1922,28 but product control when applied to curriculum presents certain
difficulties.
One of the difficulties lies in the nature of an aim or objective and whether
it serves as the terminus for activity in the sense that the Tyler rationale implies. In other words, is an objective an end point or a turning point? Dewey
argued for the latter: “Ends arise and function within action. They are not, as
current theories too often imply, things lying outside activity at which the latter is
directed. They are not ends or termini of action at all. They are terminals of
29
deliberation, and so turning points in activity. " If ends arise only within
activity it is not clear how one can state objectives before the activity (learning
experience) begins. Dewey’s position, then, has important consequences not just
for Tyler’s process of evaluation but for the rationale as a whole. It would mean,
for example, that the starting point for a model of curriculum and instruction is
not the statement of objectives but the activity (learning experience), and whatever objectives do appear will arise within that activity as a way of adding a new
dimension to it. Under these circumstances, the process of evaluation would not
be seen as one of matching anticipated consequences with actual outcomes, but
as one of describing and of applying criteria of excellence to the activity itself.
This view would recognize Dewey’s claim that "even the most important among
all the consequences of an act is not necessarily its aim," 30 and it would be
consistent with Merton’s important distinction between manifest and latent
functions. 31
The importance of description as a key element in the process of evaluation
has also been emphasized by Cronbach: "When evaluation is carried out in the
service of course improvement, the chief aim is to ascertain what effects the
course has. . . . This is not to inquire merely whether the course is effective or
ineffective. Outcomes of instruction are multidimensional, and a satisfactory
investigation will map out the effects of the course along these dimensions
separately." 32 The most significant dimensions of an educational activity or any
activity may be those that are completely unplanned and wholly unanticipated.
An evaluation procedure that ignores this fact is plainly unsatisfactory.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The crucial first step in the Tyler rationale on which all these hinges is the
statement of objectives. The objectives are to be drawn from three sources:
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studies of the learner, studies of society, and suggestions from subject-matter
specialists. Data drawn from these sources are to be filtered through philosophical and psychological screens. Upon examination, the last of the three sources
turns out to be no source at all but a means of achieving objectives drawn from
the other two. Studies of the learner and of society depend so heavily for their
standing as sources on the philosophical screen that it is actually the philosophical screen that determines the nature and scope of the objectives. To say that
educational objectives are drawn from one’s philosophy, in turn, is only to say
that one must make choices about educational objectives in some way related to
one’s value structure. This is to say so little about the process of selecting
objectives as to be virtually meaningless. One wonders whether the longstanding insistence by curriculum theorists that the first step in making a
curriculum be the specification of objectives has any merit whatsoever. It is even
questionable whether stating objectives at all, when they represent external goals
allegedly reached through the manipulation of learning experiences, is a fruitful
way to conceive of the process of curriculum planning. Certainly, the whole
concept of a learning experience requires much more analysis than it has been
given. Finally, the simplistic notion that evaluation is a process of matching
objectives with outcomes leaves much to be desired. It ignores what may be the
more significant latent outcomes in favor of the manifest and anticipated ones,
and it minimizes the vital relationship between ends and means.
One reason for the success of the Tyler rationale is its very rationality. It is an
eminently reasonable framework for developing a curriculum; it duly compromises between warring extremes and skirts the pitfalls to which the doctrinaire are subject. In one sense, the Tyler rationale is imperishable. In some
form, it will always stand as the model of curriculum development for those who
conceive of the curriculum as a complex machinery for transforming the crude
raw material that children bring with them to school into a finished and useful
product. By definition, the production model of curriculum and instruction
begins with a blueprint for how the student will turn out once we get through with
him. Tyler’s version of the model avoids the patent absurdity of, let us say,
Mager’s by drawing that blueprint in broad outline rather than in minute
detail. 33
For his moderation and his wisdom as well as his impact, Ralph Tyler
deserves to be enshrined in whatever hall of fame the field of curriculum may
wish to establish. But the field of curriculum, in its turn, must recognize the
Tyler rationale for what it is: Ralph Tyler’s version of how a curriculum should
be developed—not the universal model of curriculum development. Goodlad
once claimed that "Tyler put the capstone on one epoch of curriculum inquiry." 34 The new epoch is long overdue.
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